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For fans of Descendants, this spell book, which formerly belonged to Maleficent before she passed

it on to Mal, is full of comments, notes, and inside jokes between Mal and the other villains' kids.

Laugh and cry along with Mal, Evie, Jay and Carlos as they find their way in the world of Auradon

Prep.
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My daughter was so happy with the quality of this book, the cover feels almost like velvet. It was just

like the book in the movie and was such a good read for my 10 year old. It goes up to 189 pages so

it's pretty thick and kept her occupied a long time.

An advanced copy of this hardcover book shows how much this would be the perfect gift for the fan

in your life! I am so impressed with the quality!

My girl loved it. Read it completely the day she got it.

Although this may be appropriate for older children (I have my doubts), parents should vet this. It's



full of negative self-talk and critical jabs between "friends." I'm sure a lot of people think it's not such

a big deal (as evidenced by all the glowing five star reviews). When my boyfriend's seven year old

asked for this over and over again and he actually looked at it, he was disappointed to have to tell

her no - but as usual, Disney is NOT promoting the language and values that build healthy minds

and stable young adults. It's sad because this IS a pretty book and a lot in it would be lovely to read

and look at - but its practically impossible to find role models that are expressing ideas and actions

we would ever want our kids to emulate. Very disappointing.

Wow!!!!! Great quality book! I cannot believe it, I was so nervous to order this in the first place but I

truly recommend that you buy this book! I will be giving it to my daughter as soon as we get home

from school, I know she will love it!.

My daughter was so excited to get this for Christmas, her favorite present. Really well made book,

This book is very high quality, much more than I was expecting. My daughter is absolutely

enthralled by it! The level of detail and artwork that is in it will keep an imaginative mind busy for

hours. The pages are thicker than normal books (about double), the feel of the pages is slightly

glossy but not overly so. Where there are graphics or artwork, it is a bit more glossy. The little notes

and writings by Mel is a perfect detail to this book! A must for any Descendants fan!

Bought this for my nine year old granddaughter, she has just started reading it so far she is really

enjoying it.
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